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The time evolution of omplex systems usually an be desribed through stohasti proesses.
These proesses are measured at nite resolution, what neessarily redues them to nite sequenes
of real numbers. In order to relate these data sets to realizations of the original stohasti proesses
(to any funtions, indeed) it is obligatory to hoose an interpolation spae (for example, the spae
of band-limited funtions). Clearly, this hoie is ruial if the intent is to approximate optimally
the original proesses inside the interval of measurement. Here we argue that disrete wavelets
are suitable to this end. The wavelet approximations of stohasti proesses allow us to dene an
entropy measure for the order-disorder balane of evolution regimes of omplex systems, where order
is understood as onnement of energy in simple loal modes. We alulate exat results for the
frational Brownian motion (fBm), with appliation to Kolmogorov K41 theory for fully developed
turbulene.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Tp, 05.65.+b, 89.75.Fb, 02.50.-r
Many physial systems investigated at present have a
omplex evolution in time. Frequently, the major infor-
mation we an obtain on their dynamis omes from time
series of noisy appearane [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄. These series are
samples at nite resolution of subjaent stohasti pro-
esses, whose properties are better investigated through a
multi-resolution approah, beause the realizations of the
mentioned stohasti proesses are singular everywhere
funtions. This is, for example, the ase of 1/fα noises
from self-organized systems [6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄. Thus, singu-
larities are ommon, and should be interpreted as details
that inuene funtion variation at all sales [11, 12℄.
In this paper we propose a method for entropy analy-
sis of arbitrary omplex time series that takes advan-
tage of this theoretial standpoint. Moreover, we aount
for the fat that measurements are made at nite reso-
lution, onsidering the onsequenes of sampling, what
is not fully aomplished in previous approahes. In
general, other formulations are strongly inuened by
information-theoretial arguments, applied to the anal-
ysis of haoti behavior [13℄. We see diulties in two
main aspets. First, the notion of omplexity that is em-
ployed in these formulations is based on entropy rates,
like the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy, that measure the de-
gree in whih information on initial onditions is lost
when the systems evolve. This gives a sale of omplexity
ranging from zero (non-haoti deterministi ase) to in-
nite (stohasti ase). In this sale, nite values quantify
the omplexity of deterministi haos. As a onsequene,
the problem of dening a proper omplexity estimator for
stohasti proesses is substituted by the statistial inves-
tigation of haoti deterministi dynamial systems [14℄.
Seond, these formulations do not onsider the relation-
ship that saling has with disorder [15℄. Our approah
is tailored to fae these diulties. Here, we begin by
assuming that the stohasti proesses are supported on
the real axis, and measured at a disrete set of points with
a sampling interval τ , during a time T . The resolution
of the measurement is N = T/τ , and for onveniene we
make T = 1, and τ = 1/N = 2−J (we will work in these
units). Suh measurement results in a loss of informa-
tion, whih depends on two fators: The resolution, and
the interpolation spae in whih the stohasti proesses
will be projeted [16℄. The idea is that the mere sampled
values say almost nothing about a funtion. Muh more
information is onveyed through the hypothesis on how
the funtion varies between the sampled values. This reg-
ularity hypothesis, usually impliit when we draw smooth
urves between data points, is an essential element of the
theory. Without this hypothesis, no information found
on the disrete and nite data sets an be attributed to
the subjaent model, that is assumed to hold on the on-
tinuous support. Now, in the time-sale (time-frequeny)
domain, it makes sense to searh a representation i) that
is minimally aeted by the reated end singularities, ii)
that provides an interpolation based on multi-sale ap-
proximation of the atual singularities, and iii) that deals
with the resolution N as a diret experimental parame-
ter. The rst and seond requirements are the most ru-
ial, and establish the way in whih the energy (L2-norm
squared) is assumed to be distributed inside the interval
of measurement, so that this distribution orresponds to
the singularity struture of the proess, seen at a nite
resolution. As a supplementary ondition, the best is
that the algorithmi omplexity grows only linearly with
the length of the time series. These requirements are met
if we projet the stohasti proesses in a disrete wavelet
spae.
Wavelets are assoiated with time-sale representa-
tions. Let |F 〉 be a vetor in a Hilbert spae. There
are bases {|ψjn〉} suh that |F 〉 an be expanded as
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FIG. 1: The Haar wavelet deomposition of a stohasti pro-
ess sampled at the nite resolution N = 2
15
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ale the 2
−14
to the sale 2
−6
. Note how the
energy aumulates at the small sale details. This auses
the high entropy S = 12.52 as ompared to the maximum
Smax = 15.
|F 〉 =
j=∞∑
j=−∞
n=∞∑
n=−∞
〈ψjn|F 〉 |ψjn〉 , (1)
the form of the basis funtions being ψjn (t) =
1√
2j
ψ
(
t−2jn
2j
)
. These funtions are alled disrete
wavelets, and are square integrable with zero mean, and
may have p vanishing moments. The disrete wavelet
transform of F to this basis is written DjnF ≡ 〈ψjn|F 〉 ,
and gives information on the behavior of the funtion F
at sale 2j and time 2jn [12℄.
Conning the funtion in expression (1) to a nite ob-
servation window, and measuring at nite resolution, we
obtain the approximation
|fJ〉 = 〈φ|f〉 |φ〉+
j=0∑
j=−J+1
n=2−j−1∑
n=0
〈ψjn|f〉 |ψjn〉 , (2)
where f is the restrition of F to [0, 1]. The funtion φ
is alled the saling funtion, having the properties of a
smoothing kernel [12℄. We are interested in the utua-
tions, so, without any loss, we employ in our analysis the
transform f → f−〈f〉, getting from f a version with null
time-average. At this point we are ready to express an
energy and an entropy for the time series, that are also
resolution dependent approximations of the energy den-
sity and entropy density for the ideal stohasti proess.
The energy of fJ is dened by the ensemble average of
the L2-norm squared,
E (J) ≡ 〈fJ |fJ〉, (3)
that is diretly determined with the simple formula
E (J) =
∑i=N
i=1 f
2
i , where fi are the sampled values of
f . The entropy has the denition
S (J) ≡ −
j=0∑
j=−J+1
2−j−1∑
n=0
Pjn log2 Pjn − Pφ log2 Pφ, (4)
with Pjn ≡ |DjnF |2/E (J), and Pφ ≡ | 〈φ|f〉 |2/E (J).
This expression has similarities with the basis entropy
ost, using the language of referene [12℄. In the limit
of a single pulse loalized around t and with duration
δt ∼ kτ , with k a natural number, only very few wavelet
oeients around the sale kτ and loalized near t
will be appreiably dierent from zero. This hara-
terizes low entropy proesses. On the other hand, the
white noises (WN) in whih the energy is, in average,
equally distributed on all wavelets (the same power dissi-
pation at all times and sales) have the maximum entropy
Smax = J . This entropy funtional is useful to quantify
the balane between order and disorder (omplexity) for
dierent regimes of evolution of omplex systems. A-
tually, we expet that the level of disorder in a proess
mainly depends on the energy distributed into the de-
tails. Consider, for example, the interation between two
surfaes that slip one over the other. When there is no
frition we expet no sound. But if we introdue rough-
ness, the energy will be dissipated in mirosopi olli-
sions, originating a sound that is lassied as a noise,
due to the exess of details. Indeed, the intervals be-
tween suh ollisions are so small that no measurement
will apture them. The proess will ontinue a noise for
`high' resolution instruments, like it is for our `low' reso-
lution ears. In FIG. 1 we see the wavelet deomposition
of the sound aused by a piee of plasti pressed and
pushed on a rough table. The alulated entropy was
S = 12.52 for a maximum of Smax = 15. The random
small sale details have amplitudes omparable to that
of the funtion during the whole observation, onstitut-
ing important omponents. The great amount of energy
distributed on the multitude of details auses this high
entropy. This is why we suggest that the proposed en-
tropy is physially appropriate.
A paradigmati model for the self-ane proesses is
the frational Brownian motion (fBm), introdued by
Mandelbrot and Van Ness in the realm of stohasti
proesses with 1/fα spetra [17℄. The fBm is a mono-
parametri stohasti proess BH with null ensemble av-
erage, Gaussian inrements, and whose orrelation fun-
tion has the general form:
BH (t)BH (s) =
σ2H
2
(
|t|
2H
+ |s|
2H
− |t− s|
2H
)
, (5)
with σ2H ≡ B
2
H (1). The parameter of the proess is the
Hurst exponent H ∈ (0, 1), whih ontrols the nature of
the orrelations. The variane of BH depends on time a-
ording to B2H = σ
2
H |t|
2H
, that redues to the Brownian
motion form when H = 1/2, representing the unorre-
lated ase. In this proess, for H < 1/2 the inrements
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FIG. 2: The solid line is the theoretial fBm entropy at res-
olution N = 2048. We see that the SRA algorithm gives a
very good approximation to the theoretial predition. Two
lines represent the eet of Gaussian white noise superposi-
tion. The (visually) straight dotted line at the upper part
gives the entropy of simulated pure Gaussian white noise.
present innite range anti-orrelations, while forH > 1/2
there are innite range orrelations. The Fourier spe-
trum of fBm follows the power law
S (f) ∼
1
f2H+1
. (6)
In the Haar wavelet basis one nds exat and simple
expressions for the resolution dependent energy and en-
tropy densities of fBm. The Haar wavelets are periods of
square waves written as
hjn (t) =
{
1√
2j
, 2jn ≤ t < 2j (n+ 1/2)
− 1√
2j
, 2j (n+ 1/2) ≤ t < 2j (n+ 1)
. (7)
For Haar wavelets one proves, using the expression (5),
that
|∆jnbH,J |
2
=
σ2H
(
1− 2−2H
)
(2H + 1) (2H + 2)
2(2H+1)j, (8)
where ∆jnf ≡ 〈hjn|f〉, and bH indiates restrition of
BH to [0, 1]. This expression gives the sale dependent
power spetrum in the Haar basis, from whih one an
alulate the energy density of BH
E (H, J) = 〈bH,J |bH,J〉 =
σ2H
(
1− 2−2HJ
)
(2H + 1) (2H + 2)
, (9)
depending on σH , that must be determined experimen-
tally . The entropy density has the nal form
S (H, J) = 2−2H (2H + 1)
1− 2−2H(J−1)J + 2−2HJ (J − 1)
(1− 2−2H) [1− 2−2HJ ]
+ log2 C (H, J) , (10)
where C (H, J) =
[
1− 2−2HJ
]
/
(
1− 2−2H
)
.
This entropy density is universal and exat for the fBm
proesses sampled without rounding error to a given -
nite resolution. It is very useful sine for a great num-
ber of pratial appliations there are just low resolu-
tion data, what makes mandatory that the theoretial
preditions take resolution into aount expliitly. In
the limit J → ∞ the entropy diverges at H = 0 as
S(H,∞) ∼ 1/2H ln 2. For other values of H the en-
tropy is nite at innite resolution. At nite resolution
S(0, J) = (J − 1)/2 + log2(J).
The FIG. 2 shows a plot of fBm theoretial entropy
for the resolution N = 2048. The theoretial result is
ompared with S (H, J) alulated from samples simu-
lated with the Suessive Random Additions (SRA) algo-
rithm [18℄. It shows also how Gaussian white noise (WN)
aets the entropy, larifying what is to be expeted from
noisy data. For omparison, the dots at the upper part of
the gure show the entropy for the simulated pure Gaus-
sian white noise, whose average value is S = 10.98 ∼ 11.
In the dotted line we see the eet of a superposed noise
with 10% of the amplitude of the fBm. The dash-dotted
line shows this eet when the perentage grows to 50%.
The entropies for all simulated proesses were alulated
from 100 samples. The drasti diminution of entropy
when H inreases happens beause the details (rough-
ness) beome weaker. There is very good agreement be-
tween theoretial predition and simulation.
In onlusion, we propose that the entropy measure (4)
is suitable to estimate the omplexity of time series by
revealing the degree in whih detail modes are exited
in a proess. These detail modes are easily represented
as loalized osillations or wavelets, whih in turn are
very eetive mathematial instruments for time-sale
analysis. Considering suh phenomena as uid or salar
turbulene [19, 20℄, that are haraterized by utuat-
ing asades from high inertial sales to low dissipative
sales, or plasma turbulene [21℄, in whih some sales
are most important for the energy transfer, the pro-
posed entropy seems a natural measure of the intrinsi
4order-disorder balane. In suh phenomena, many stru-
tures (vorties, onvetive ells) appear at intermediate
sales, that should be deteted as exitations of inter-
mediate sale modes, lowering the entropy, as ompared
with noises that are ompletely determined by miro-
sopi dissipation (whose harateristis are indiated in
FIG. 1). For example, if a theory with the same orre-
lations of Kolmogorov K41 theory [22℄ is valid, implying
H = 1/3, the time series of veloity inrements would
lead to the entropy S(1/3,∞) = 4.27 . . ., a number sig-
niantly small, ompared to the ase in FIG. 1. What
we learn from the fBm analysis presented here suggests
that the measurement of the entropy is a strong method
of haraterization. Furthermore, it is interesting to ob-
tain experimental urves of entropy for stohasti pro-
esses depending on parameters, or in situations where
the entropy may hange with time. This method has
given results (whih will be published soon) in three sit-
uations: In the analysis of the sound of lungs, in the
analysis of heart beat series, and in the analysis of global
positioning system errors aused by equatorial spread F
in ionospheri plasma. We observe that suh entropy
measurements ould give important information on the
non-equilibrium approah to self-organized regimes [23℄,
as well as, on self-organized regimes made unstable, for
example, by diusion [24℄.
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